
Applied Logic Lecture 4: Efficient SAT solving
CS 4860 Spring 2009 Thursday, January 29, 2009

The main purpose of these notes is to help me organize the material that I used to teach today’s lecture. They often contain text
fragments, lots of typos, hints to myself, and imaginary questions and are often written in a style as if I were talking to someone
else. They are by no means intended to be text book quality.

4.1 Review - the DPLL procedure

On Tuesday we talked about validity and satisfiability of formulas and the Davis-Putnam procedure
for testing the satisfiability of a given formula in CNF. The beauty of that algorithm is that it is
both simple and efficient. Let me briefly review it in a somewhat more precise formulation

Given a formulaF in CNF,DPLL(F) returns a boolean valuetrue or false and proceeds as follows

• Apply Unit propagation as long as possible:

Identify a unit clause of the formCi = l, remove all clauses containingl from F and remove
the negation ofl from the remaing clauses this was inaccurate on Tuesday

• Apply Pure literal elimination as long as possible:

Identify a literall that occurs only in one polarity and remove all clauses containingl

• If F is empty, returntrue

If F contains the empty clause, returnfalse

• Split: Otherwise select a literall and setval(l) = t. Simplify F to F1 by removing all
clauses containingl and removing the negation ofl from the remaining clauses.

ComputeDPLL(F1). If the result istrue, returntrue

• Otherwise setval(l) = f . Simplify F to F2 by removing all clauses containingl and
removing the negation ofl from the remaing clauses.

ComputeDPLL(F2) and return the result.

Here is a somewhat longer formula to illustrate the procedure:

(p ∨q ∨r ∨s) ∧ (¬p ∨q ∨¬r) ∧ (¬q ∨¬r ∨s) ∧ (p ∨¬q ∨r ∨s)
∧ (q ∨¬r ∨¬s) ∧ (¬p ∨¬r ∨s) ∧ (¬p ∨¬s) ∧ (p ∨¬q)

(1) No unit or pure elimination possible.

(2) We have fours-Literals, and two¬s: Split usings

Remove clauses:(¬p ∨q ∨¬r) ∧ ∧ (q ∨¬r ∨¬s) ∧ (¬p ∨¬s) ∧ (p ∨¬q)

Remove¬s: (¬p ∨q ∨¬r) ∧ ∧ (q ∨¬r) ∧ (¬p) ∧ (p ∨¬q)

(3) Unit propagation with ¬p: (q ∨¬r) ∧ (¬q)

Unit propagation with ¬q: (¬r)

Unit propagation with ¬r gives the empty formula, returntrue

That was pretty fast – as you can see,Unit propagation does most of the work for us.
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But this is not always the case. We could have chosen a different branching literal, sayr, first:

(1) No unit or pure elimination possible.

(2) Split using¬r

Remove clauses:(p ∨q ∨r ∨s) ∧ (p ∨¬q ∨r ∨s) ∧ (¬p ∨¬s) ∧ (p ∨¬q)

Remover: (p ∨q ∨s) ∧ (p ∨¬q ∨s) ∧ (¬p ∨¬s) ∧ (p ∨¬q)

(3) No Unit propagation possible

No pure literal

(4) Split using¬q

Remove clauses:(p ∨q ∨s) ∧ (¬p ∨¬s)

Removeq: (p ∨s) ∧ (¬p ∨¬s)

(5) No Unit propagation possible

No pure literal

(6) Split usingp

Remove clauses:(¬p ∨¬s)

Remove¬p: (¬s)

(7) No Unit propagation ¬s gives the empty formula, returntrue

So this took quite a bit longer. ActuallyThe Davis-Logemann-Loveland algorithm depends on the
choice of branching literal, which is the literal considered in the backtracking step. As a result,
this is not exactly an algorithm, but rather a family of algorithms, one for each possible way of
choosing the branching literal. Efficiency is strongly affected by the choice of the branching literal:
there exist instances for which the running time is constant or exponential depending on the choice
of the branching literals.

On the average, DPLL is very fast – the cases where a wrong choice of the branching literal is the
reason for exponential runtime are very rare. There are, however, formulas, where every strategy
for selecting the branching variable will lead to an exponential runtime.

Example: complete formula with 3 vars - I have to go through all 8 cases to find out that the
formula is not satisfiable. No matter what valuation I choos there is one clause that will become
false. This means that in the worst case, the algorithm has exponential time.

Now the question is – does it have to be that way or can we avoid going through exponentially
many alternatives before we figure out that the formula is not satisfiable?

Since unfortunately the answer to that question is that we cannot expect to avoid exponential run-
time, the second question is what we can do about it? Is there a way to make the procedure so
efficient that we can deal with significantly large formulas anyway? That is, can we push the
tractability of the problem from formulas containing, say, 60 variables – where exponential run-
time (that is1018 = a billion billion steps) would usually become a problem – to a few hundred
variables or even more? This is in fact the case an that’s why SAT solvers can be used to deal with
real-world problems.
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4.2 Why is SAT hard?

So let’s come back to the first of the two questions – why is testing for satisfiability so difficult?
Why is it that all known algorithms – not just the Davis-Putnam procedure and truth tables – need
exponential time to solve the SAT problem for some formulas?

Well one of the indicators is that one can encode all kinds of really difficult problems as SAT prob-
lems – finding cliques in graphs, coloring graphs, finding complete routes in a network (TSP),
integer linear programming, subgraph isomorphism, graph partitioning, binpacking, processor
scheduling, factorizing numbers, cracking encryptions, ... all problems for which there is no known
efficient algorithm to solve them.

In fact, every problem that can be solved in polynomial time by a computer with an unlimited
number of parallel threads can also be encoded as SAT problem. So if you solve SAT efficiently,
you know how to solve all of these problems efficiently on a standard computer. Theoreticians
call this property of SATNP-completenessbecause they use a nondeterministic machine model to
describe unlimited parallellism – we can’t build such machines yet as long as quantum computers
don’t become reality – and have shown that SAT is the most difficult problem that can be solved
with such a machine. So this gives us an indicator why solving SAT is hard – although one cannot
prove that all SAT solversmustuse exponential time in the worst case one can point to the fact that
thousands of problems for which the best known algorithm is exponential are “easier” than SAT
and this although tens of thousands of researchers all over the world have unsuccessfully tried to
solve these problems for decades.

Before I go on giving you a rough idea how to encode nondeterministic computations as SAT
problem, let me ask how many of you have heard of Turing machines, nondeterministic machines
and the concept of NP-completeness (I assume less than half).

A TM is one of the simplest models for computation. It can simulate every computer architecture
that we use today with just a few concepts: a program with internal states and an external memory
consisting of an unlimited tape and a head that can read and write single bits (or characters if
you want) and move the head left or right on the tape. The basic mechanism is deterministic: for
each state and symbol under the head the TM program determines a new state, a bit to write and
a direction to move the head on the tape. If the machine is nondeterministic that means that the
program allows it to choose arbitrarily from a given set of new states, bits, and directions. In both
cases the machine starts with the input on the tape and then it starts reading bits and writing others,
moving the head and switching to other internal states according to what the program tells it to do
– a modern computer does essentially the same.

So how can we encode every computation problem that can be solved by a nondeterministic ma-
chine in polynomial time as a SAT problem? For simplicity we look at problems that test some
behavior – like that there is a clique, a routing, a schedule, or even a valuation that makes a for-
mula true – so the machine takes an encoding of the problem as input string and writes the answer
– say 0 or 1 – onto the tape as the first bit. There are many other ways to describe this, but they’re
essentially all the same. Now we know that for a given input string of lengthn the machine runs in
polynomial timep(n) and will have seen at mostp(n) cells of the tape during that time. So we can
safely ignore the rest of the tape and that is the key to encoding the whole computation as a finite
formula.
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The variables we need will express that cell numberi contains at timet a symbolA. We call them
yt,i,A. For simplicity we consider the state of the program as the symbol of the cell where the head
is at. There arep(n) cells, time is limited top(n) as well andA we can be a tape symbol or a
state. So a series of cellsa0a1...aj−1 q aj+1...ap(n) says that the head is at cellj, the program is
in stateq and the tape content is described by theai. Altogether we have in the order ofp(n)2

variables in our formula, which will express that there is a successful computation from the initial
configuration to one that says “yes”.

We need 4 types of CNF formulas to encode this:

(1) A CNF formula describing theinitial configuration: Input strings1..sn is on the tape, the
rest is blank, we start in the initial stateq0 with the head at the beginning of the tape:

y0,0,q0 ∧ y0,1,w1 ∧ .. ∧ y0,n,wn ∧ y0,n+1,B ∧ .. ∧ y0,p(n),B

(2) Formulas stating theframe conditions, saying that at each time the head is at exactly one
position (that isyt,i,q holds for eacht and onei andq and¬yt,i′,q′ holds for all others)

(3) Formulas describing thetransition from time t to t+1. They encode that if the head was
at positioni (that is if yt,i,q is true for some stateq) then the cellsi−1, i, i+1 can change
according to program table while the rest is unchanged at timet+1.

That leads to a very big formula for each line of the program and each timet and celli but
altogether we don’t have more thanp(n)2 clauses.

(4) Formulas stating thefinal configuration: at time p(n) the head is at the beginning in a
“final” state, there is a1 in cell 1 and the rest is blank.

All 4 types of formulas are CNF formulas that are joined together by a conjunction into one big
formula of sizep(n)3 which is satisfiable exactly if the TM’s program on inputs1...sn allows for
a series ofp(n) computation steps which lead to a final configuration that says “yes”. In fact we
can determine the valuation that makes the formula true from the series of computation steps of
the machine and vice versa.

The technical details of that argument are tricky - you have to describe the 4 types of formulas
in detail, prove that they are in CNF and don’t exceed the magnitude ofp(n)3, and of course that
the above correspondence between valuations and computation steps is in fact correct. Because
of that the full proof of “Cook’s theorem” takes up quite a few pages – I want to spare you the
details but if you’re interested, you should take a course on complexity theory or read books about
NP-completeness.

4.3 How to make DPLL efficient

The fact that you can encodeeveryproblem that can be solved with a solved with a NTM in
polynomial time as CNF formula which is satisfiable if and only if the NTM “accepts” the given
input string indicates that SAT is a really difficult problem and that we cannot expect to be able to
build a SAT solver that is not exponential in the worst case.

So what can we do? After all the SAT problem is essential for many applications, so there is a
strong need for efficient SAT solvers that provide computer support for these applications. Because
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of that many people have worked on improving the basic DPLL algorithm and got astonishing
results without changing the essential idea.

Current work on improving the algorithm has been done on four directions:

(1) Avoid copying the formula
(2) Defining new data structures to make the algorithm faster, especially the part on unit propa-

gation.
(3) defining different policies for choosing the branching literals
(4) defining variants of the basic backtracking algorithm.

In all three areas all kinds of optimizations are possible if one utilizes the experience about efficient
algorithms in the respective areas.

4.3.1 Partial valuations

Several steps of the DPLL procedure require literals to be removed from a formula. While this
appears natural it becomes infeasible once we deal with millions of clauses. Instead we usepartial
valuationsthat assign truth values to some but not all of the variables in a formula.

Thus instead of removing a literal from a clause we simply set its value tof . Actually since we
only need that in the split rule and in unit propagation, we will already have set the negation ofl to
t so nothing will have to be done at all.

This saves a lot of unnecessary steps.

As a result however, we need to redefine the notion of a unit clause. Instead of saying that it
consists of only one literal aunit clause is a clause where all but one of its literals have been
assigned the valuef . This is equivalent to taking these literals out, but we don’t have to actually
modify the formula itself.

4.3.2 Specialized data structures

For applying the unit propagation we need to know which clauses have exactly one literalthat is
not assignedf

Obviously it doesn’t make sense to go through the whole formula each time and count the number
of these literals in each clause. But given the fact that we will have millions of clauses, it is also
infeasible to maintain a list that gives us the number of literals in each clause that aren’t false.

A better approach is the so-calledwatched literalsmethod, which proceeds as follows

For each clauseC in F we selecttwoyet unassigned literals, that wewatch

Then for each variablex in F we maintain two lists
– one list of clauses (indices) wherex is watched
– one list of clauses (indices) where¬x is watched

Then we can act quickly as soon asx is assigned a value
Whenx is assigned the valuet then check all clauses in the watch list for¬x.
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– Find a different variabley in that clause that can be watched (so we have two watched
literals again) and move the clause to the watch list ofy
– If all but one literall in the clause are assignedf we have a unit clause and can
assignt to l and recur
– Just continue if all any literal is already assigned true
– If (through another op) all literals in that clause have been assignedf stop -F is
unsatisfiable

Although this seems a bit more complicated at first it reduces the number of clauses that need to
inspected each time significantly.

When the algorithm needs to backtrack, watch lists need not be restored. The details for this are a
bit tricky but this means we don’t need to store previous versions of watch lists.

4.3.3 Policies for choosing the branching literals

Choosing the right variable for splitting has a strong effect on the runtime of the algorithm. people
come up with heuristics but one has to make sure that computing the heuristic itself isn’t too
expensive.

In general one chooses variables that occur frequently.

4.3.4 conflict analysis: variants of the basic backtracking algorithm

Quite often the naive algorithm splits and goes into great depth to find out that the formula cannot
be satisfied. then it backtracks to the previous variable and again cannot satisfy the formula. As it
turns out the reason was the same as befor but the algorithm doesn’t know that.

To improve backtracking one needs to be able to reuse information that is obtained in another
branch.

The basic method isclause learning: if a conflicting clause is found generate aconflict clause
containing all literals that are assigned false at this point. Then backtrack to the earliest decision
level where one of these variables was yet unassigned. I’ll leave it with that because the details
again are a bit tricky but again the results are tremendous if you do it right, because we avoid a lot
of unnecessary search for the satisfying valuation.

The latter direction include non-chronological backtracking and clause learning. These refinements
describe a method of backtracking after reaching a conflict clause which ”learns” the root causes
(assignments to variables) of the conflict in order to avoid reaching the same conflict again.

4.3.5 Significant progress could be achieved

There are more low-leve improvements that one might add and that reusults in the fact that SAT
solvers can now deal with tens of thousands of variables, sometimes even millions of them and up
to a billion clauses. Obviously there are situations here even these procedures behave poorly even
on small formulas but in general they do extremely well.
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